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Forward

The purpose of the Occasional Report Series ia to publish papers whioh

provide detailed treatment of experiments, innovation, planning and policies

in development education and training.

The paper p^rpsytf^ in this issue was prepared in August 1971* It

describes an interesting and suggestive educational approach by a

Christian Voluntary Agency, elements of which may appeal to praotisionere

in development eduoation especially in regard to the aspect of inducing

otitudinal change*

The views expressed in the paper, are, however, those of the author

and do not necessarily reflect the polioy of the United Nations* The

author may be contacted c/o The Eduoation Secretary, American Presbyterian

Mission, P.O. Box 111, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
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- ■ . ■ ■ ■ ' . Carl H. Templin :: ' ." '
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In his recent paper, "Christian Participation in the Development of
Peoples,"1/ Dr. John Conventry.Smith has attempted to fooue the:Chur
atte'ntion oh this new aspect of Christian witness. Dr; Smi^ ^
following as a definition of development:" ' : ' - --- •-■--.... -

It is a way by which all peoples may hope to be free- free
fromlirtjustioe, free from discrimination, free from poverty. It

is a^way by which-human dignity and self-determination may be

established without'the limitations of unequal opportunity and
unequal access to resources. . It is a way by which .all jieoples
may join together to use the huraan and material resource? God has
given on this planet. It -is- a .way by which national ,and;inter

national structures may be changed so that they furnish power to
all people to make their own decisions and to share in determin

ing the future1 of the world>.»2/ t .-

This definitiQn serves as an adecmate,statement of purpose.ooncerning the

Christian viewpoint,of development, but its weakness lien in the fact that
it only gives broad outlines for the operational aspects of development.

Dr, Smith tells us that there is a problem and that it should be attacked
by Christians, but he doeanft give us much insight into how therproblem can

be resolved.

: - The purpose of this paper is to propose a theory by which, development

eUuoation can be measured in terms of Christian goals.

In developing the format of this paper, a brief analysis will be made
of a successful community:.development project in order to. isolate some

strategic guidelines which appear "to be import.ant for 'inducing development
in a non-deyelopihg community. This will be followed by an analysis of certain
'aspects of.Anuak: pulture, in order to attempt to set forth the "reasons for
Anuak; no.n-deye.lopment.' Following,the delineation of Christian Development

Education Goals," ^ strategy will be outlined which hus been .implemented in
.the Anuai, Kidj^cy^ducational work in western Ethiopia in <aa attempt to induce,

in the Aiiuak'schbol community,, self-development which-is compatible with

the goals of the Church :of Jesus Chricrt. In c'onclusion;■ tlie theoretical
model will be proposed,in the form of analytical questions which can broadly
serve as indicators, to-assist the,Christian, educator in "evaluating the

degree ..pf gpalratt.ainment in any Christian educational projeot which he in

tends ,to...JanaTyseV . .,. .' ' .'. " , ...

l/" rJphn-'Coveii4ry Smith, "Christian" Participation in the Development of Peoples,"
Significant"Papers'- Number' 19, Presbyterian Distribution Centre, (New York),

1970 '■■' ' ' ■ ;;:'
2/ Ibid,, p. 3 ....-■ ,,. ■ , ■ ■■ . ,.
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In the field.of,community development .projeptsin .the past two decades,

the Cornell-Peru Project (also called theViGos Project) Ib probably the most
important contributor to community development theory.3/ This project, initiated
in 1952, utilized the resources of more than 90 research scientistis from Peru

and the United States in order to study in depth the processes.of induced social
change in a manorial community of Quechua Indians in the Andes Mountains.
The Vicos oomraunity, formerly functioning in the traditional feudal manorial
systeraof the Andes,^was taken.over, by the Cornell-Peru Project from its
former owner,, with the intent, of initiating-self-development among the Quechua

resident' "Vicosinos", As .such,:; it serves as an important model for'the diity
of self-development of an'externally-oppressed community with low self-esteem.

In the development scheme the following strategy was utilized: ■ "■

(a) Freedom from Exploitation ■. ■ ' . .

.■ ; In- the former pyramidal power structure,' the Vicosino

; -..peasantry had little, if any., voioe in the'decision-making or policy

implementation of the manor. Except for, a few isolated Quechua
"straw bosses", their, position was a completely subservient one

-. , .under the Mestizo supervisor. Ultimate authority, however, rested

.with the Spanish-speaking patron who owned tne manor. "When the

Cornell-Peru Project took over control-of the manor, they beoame

the patron, and,:as such, instituted certain reforms (the, fore-
'•: most being the abolition of the requirement fcr Vicosinos to work

■. .' : on manor "projects1-Without pay fct the whim of tne patron.) • Prom
,-■■«• ■ the-beginning of the Project, a calculated.attempt was made, to

release Vicosinos from their subservient role. '•,-.•

(b) Improvement of Nutritional and Health Standard's '

1 ■ ■ The introduction of. more productive varieties of potatoes made

it possible to increase cai-oric intakes plus providing surplus cash

s to purchase additional foodstaffs, A medical clinic, was opened on

the manor to meet health needs Of the Vicosinos.

: ,. (c); ; Increased and Broadened Sharing pf Wealth. '<■ -~ .' ' i

' ; ' Traditionally, the patron held the best cultivable, land and

the Viob'sinos we're required to work three days per week on the,- patron's

fi*elds.: The- rest:"of- the week the' Vicosina..could work on his own

' individual'plot,.-which Was land of inferior quality. The Cornell-

Peru Project made it possible for Vicosiho.s to obtain a larger, and

1 " more productive area of land from the Projectfs share of the holdings,

and production was significantly increased.:.
.'..:.- . ' -- ' ■ * - .... ' ;

■ . . -■ • /• ■ . ■ - .

(d) devolution of Power to Dembcratio "Elite" . ;

It was not the intention of the Cornell-Peru.Project staff- to

indefinitely maintain decision-making power, although at the beginn-

' ; ing of the Project they assumed the role of the patron. Under the

' guidance of the staff, the Vicosinos were encouraged to take part

in the decision-making process and ultimately to elect duly—

J/ See Allan R. Holmberg et al, "Community and Regional Development: The joint
Cornell-Peru Experiement." Human Organization, Vol. 21, pp. iO'"1^??: ,.
Allan R. Holmberg et al, "The Vicos Case: Peasant Society in Transition,
The American Behavioral Scientist Vol. 8, No. 7 (1965)» pp.3-33
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authorized representatives to handle bureauoratio—type posts* At

the-completion of the Project in l$62r when the-:manor, had been

purchased by the Vicosino community, this elected body assumed

responsibility for the operations of the-community.

.(e). Enlightenment . *

It was felt that formal education (enlightenment)should be

provided, with literacy in Spanish, in order to broaden the

perspectives of.the Indians. The rationale was that this was needed

in order .to .provide'the community with exposure to alternative—types

of problem-sblvihgi which would be ncessary for the on-going

democratic prooess. Thus the basic purpose of education was to

introduce alternatives into the Indians* intellectual realm to

aid them in the area of decision-making. .

(f) Re-Investment Into Community Projects

As the patron the Cornell-Peru Project could, and did, repiiire

the Vicosinos to work for them for three days out of every week,

just as the former pateron had done. The purpose of this "labor

tax", however, was not exploitative in nature. Proceeds from

agricultural products were re-invested into community projeotef

as well as labor which was utilized for building construction,

i.e. school and medical facilities. . '.

As the devolution of power took place from the patron (Cornell-

Peru Project) to the community, the elected representatives increas

ingly oversaw the inception and construction of new projects* until

at the olose of the Project all community development work was in

the hands of the Vicosinos themselves.

(g) No Induced Change in Religious Orientation and Kinship Relationships

No attempt was made by the Project to alter relgious or kinship

institutions. New values were induced, however -those regarding

the dignity of each person and those regarding modernization.

The basic Project goals were achieved and the VicOB community

continues to be a viable entity as well as a basio model for self-

development of externally-oppressed subsistence communities.

II

A different, but related question, however, is what model do we have for

initiating rapid development and modernization in an internally-oppressed sub

sistenoe community with low self-esteem, such as the Anuaks? Is it possible

to implement the Bame strategy to this type of society? The answer is obviously

"no" because the basic motivation for self-development at Vicos resulted from

independence from the oppression of the patron. In order to understand the

reasons for Anuak non-development, however, a brief examination of some

aspects of Anuak culture will be undertaken to indicate how different their

problem is:
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1. Avoidance of Responsibility: ft Manifestation of Low Self-Esteem

The Anuak language (dha anyua) displays an unusuai characteristic at
the semantic level in the tendency to avoid responsiblity by asking questions
which put the bmrden back on the answerse.* Let us look at a conversation I
once had with a student who was sitting on the step outside of a classroom
following, the breakfast-break at Pokwo School, The student had obviously,

arrived late,.and the conversation went as follows:

v!Temprin: . What are you-doing outside of class?
Student: Didn't", the teacher prevent me from entering?

T:: Did -.you arrive before the final bell? ^, .

S: Wasn't I at the river .washing? . ; . ...... ■

T: Didn't you finish eating breakfast on time? . _
S: Wasn't the cook late in preparing it?
T: Why are you the only student.-who is outside of school? .
S: Didn't my relative call" to me as I was ranning to class?..-.

As can be seen from.this exchange1- which is very typical of Anuak
conversation'in general -..there are two important facets of this type of
discourse:, (a) the'" person who cannot return with a decisive and .unanswerable
question -loses" the conversation, and (b).this conversational approach tends
to encourage, irresponsibility by dodging the main question with an attempt to
transfer blame to the original questioner. A person does .not ™*1™^ "°£*
blame or criticism unless forced to - the force being his inability to counter
with" a responsibility-shifting question of his own. He only accepts responsi

bility when "he "loses" the conversation.by beingunable to respond with a
disarming question of his own. Conversely, the person, who "won" the conver
sation is absolved from blame and responsibility, even when it is apparent

that he was clearly at fault.

This responsibility-avoidance linguistic pattern reveals itself as a

manifestation of low self-esteem. A simple example of this is the following.
Zaks do havethe statement "I don't know"; but they tend always to use the
statement in the form of a question - (kuua?). If the question is particularly

-provoking (that is, when an Anuak is unable to answer what would
ly be assumed to be'a simple question), he may answer with the question

a very emphatic way of saying "Do I know?". The psycho-lmguisitic

e^pWs, as a result, becomes very different. There is a belittling of
oneself-with this form of answer, but with an attempt to compensate for the
self-humiliation by the implication that the questioner was to blame for
having been thoughtless enough to,ask a difficult or ununswerable ^stion.
OxWiues this manifestation of low self-esteem is revealed not only at the
personal level, but also at the societal level with remarks such as. How
do -I-know... am.I not an Anuak?" or "Can Anuaks learn things like that?" or
"Aren'5/w.e Anuaks different from other people?" -,......
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. Low self-esteem, cobined with the attempt to transfer responsibility,

has important implications with .regard to Anuak self-^develbpraent. For within

Anuak culture, the rewards for having "won" a conversation, in terms of status

gained in the society, are of more value than productiviy, A man does not1
gain status particularly by the accumulation of,goods but by confounding ,

opponents in conversation -' and with limited forms of recreation available,

conversation becomes an important and time-consuming facet 'of the. culture*

However,' it is possible to "win" a conversation,1 but in so doing, retard

development,, as the'following conversation shows. This occurred with the

first Anuak teacher who worked at Gilo River in-1965, when the school was

first opened: ' -..,.-

Anuak Teacher: Do you have a bed for me? ' '

Templin: Didn't I'send' a message to "you at Pbkwo to bring everything.

you need for living here?

A: Do I have any money to buy ihingQ like' a bed? ■ ■■- • ■ .

T: Do you need to buy a bed? Why don't you make one?

A: Where'would I.learn how to make a bed? ' ■" ' ■

T: Can't I teach you?, ' ' - ■:.'•'■■=■ :--.

A: Where would I get the tools? " -■-.••'

Ts Can't you use mine? ' ' ' "• ''

A': B\it where can I get wood? ' . ' ' . ' '

T: Isn't there a forest right behind your house? - ; . .'.-•:.;

A: But where would I get jgrass rope? • ■' ■■ -' ■ '

T: Don't .all'Ahuaks know how to make grass rope? ;■ -. '

, . At' But when would I have time to'do it? Don't I teaoh'all day?

T: Don't you'finish teaching at 2:(3O p.m.?

■(Unfortunately, the young man ended up sleeping on a skin on the ground

for the entire year,' This was rude in terms .of, traditional Anuak oustoras--

I should have provided him with his needs because he viewed himself as my

"guest". Since I rejected this role and attempted to encourage self-develop

ment in the young man, I.was accused by him of holding him down',')

21 Oppression by the "Jo Bura"

Anuak village life is controlled by the council (.jo bura), whose titular

head is the chief (kwa&ro)t The j£ bura are all members of the same age-
groupr (lwak) and are the rulers of the village, A Iwak may be, but does

not neoessarily have to be, members of the same clan. In oertain areas of

the tribe, for instance the Gilo River area, decision-making and village

confliot-resolrtion ia ^uite open and fluid, with younger.members of the

village (and thr.s a younger lwak)' able to have a participatory role in ■

village political and.economic lifee Members of a younger lwak play a

somewhat subservient role to their elders but they do have non-violent

avenues for recourse and redress of grievances* Along the Baro River

(baat opeeno), however-, the lwak system is much more rigid and exclusive.

. Any lwak younger than the jo bura plays a subservient role to the dominant

lwak, and has little voice in village poltics or decision-making. Economic

exploitation in the form of demands on the young men to provide animals for

feasts is particularly grievous to the younger lwak members. Whereas in
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the Gilo River area village leadership changes tend to be non-violent, (i.e.
:at the time'of .-the writing, the Piny Uudo village area is getting, ready ... ■

to replace their old chief with,a new appointment, .and it is .common knowledge

in the area/that these-plans are being laid), village government..changes., ,.-

along the Baro'River are almost always bloody coups (agem),_ in which .';a■. :;
younger: Iwak--attempts to drive out .the j£ bura and wrest.,control of the,. ;

village-from them, Onoe in.controlj the new .jo bura .exercises as muoh. ex

ploitation in the younger Iwak as they■ had previously suffered when,they,-.v

were-not yet in-power., When, questioned about this, ,jo bura members ..have,-

given the impression that they consider that they have an inherent right; ■:
to exploit the others by virtue of their office* Thus the oxplitation and

lack of development tends to be-self-perpetuating. The dominant group,

though-inclusive ; in the -society, -.impedes.; development by its very nature.

3. Subsistence and Poor Health :■■■■•;; ..-.- - ■ . ......

As in the case-of the Vicosinos,-the Anuaks have a subsistence economy

(oorn and sorghum), which is supplemented by fairly adequate quantities of

fish during the dry season (December until June),, Famine periods (or at
least hunger periods) are annual occurrences,. Infant mortality, as shown

by Pokwo Clinic-records, is around'5<$ and the average life expectancy is
estimated to be 27-30 "years. As in Viooe, endemic parasitic illnesses are

prevalent, as well as tuberculosis; and malaria* Recent vaccination programmes

have protected thousands of Anuaks-.from, smallpox, tuberculosis, and cholera,

while lesser programmes have given.,some protection against diptheria,

whooping cough, and tetanus.. However, ."health services among Anuaks are still

considered to be inadequate, with one doctor for 40,000 people,

4.: Egalitarian Social System .-•:■■. -.■-.-

-■■- Not-only is Anuak society for the most part independent from external

oppression,.but it is highly egalitarian* Women have a relatively high;com

municatory status in the society and are participatory members in village

decisions ( a Iwak has its female section composed of the same age-group),
Anuak language has no honorific pronominal forms, like Amharic does, and
the language, is-.used quite uninhibitedly, that is, a child is very free to

address elders-or leaders in an informal or familiar.-manner, -There is '-....,

little rigidity or stratification-in the "society -in "terms of communication,,

and strangers and visitors-are..readily welcomed into the group. ..■■■■ =

,,0ne drawback for development is'that this concept is carried-so far .,-

that there is little demand for-productive achievement. -A.person is accepted

on humanistic grounds with little respect to his. ability -;pr his desire ;-

to contribute .'to the total good. His claim for acceptance and equality: is

based on his humanity,, and productivity is not required,-.-Thio- contributes.-

tOvthe-subsistence level.--.but,at.least .it is subsistence with acceptance^

and thus the; Anuaks tend-to be .tightly groupr-consci-ousc Without individual

productivity" at a high level-, group.acceptance rbecomes essential for-.survival.
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5. Achievement:Not Rewarded (and Unachievement Not PuniBhed)' ^

A result of the extreme egalitarianiem is that achievement tends to be ■_ ■;
not rewarded in.terms that can lead to development. A'man:with a large field,

is not monetarily rewarded by his efforts, but usually ends, up supporting
kinsmen and certain friends who are non-workers. Their demands are based on
their status as needy human beings, and their lack of productive enterprise

is not considered as contributory or causal to their state of need. Thus,
more highly, motivated individuals tend .to limit their production to the needs
of the people for whom they are.immediately responsible (i«e'» nuclear
family and certain dependent.members of their lineage).

Because the society has not punished or. deprived non-producers, it has
not developed a p.at.teraed response for handling unproductive members, and; has
no consistent way of ooercing them to become productive. ,Thie has had a
debilitating effect on development proposals at the. inclusive community level.
Wealth is considered personal, but is not to. be retained if there is someone '
with legitimate needs. ' Thus it is very difficult for"an individual to amass-
enough wealth to be utilizable for investment purposes without being labeled ;
as "selfish" by the larger community for attempting to retain his wealth when

the only way to do that is to rebuff-other Anuaks who have"immediate-and
legitimate nee.ds. The fact that the recipients', needs .are a causal result
of their unproductivity is not a legitimate reason for refusing to meet their
needs, according to Anuak philosophy.. Producers tend to be exploited by non-

producers from the same inclusive community. . _ .

6. Unenlightenment Concerning Modern Technology ' . . " ' ".'

Traditional Anuaks have very rudimentary agricultural hand tools. They

do not utilize animal power even in areas where cattle are found. At the

present time no individual Anuak has enough wealthto be able to"purchase or

maintain modern agricultural equipment. Even if he. did, he would not get the
fruits of his labor (see previous section). Thus the inoentive to improve

agricultural methods is too low among individual village Anuaks to result in

any significant advanoes without drastic changes in the society as a whole,
or by intervention from development agencies external to the sooiety.

7. Immediate Gratification Coupled With the Cultivation of "indebtedness"
in Interpersonal Relations ■ ,

■ Anuaks tend to seek immediate gratification for their needs and become

very anxious and- restless when deprived: of what they consider to be their

.legitimate claims.. They.are willing, in crisis situations such as threatened

beatings for delayed, marriage payments, to submit to personal indebtedness

to anyone who will help.them. One means of retaining strong kinship ties is

by relieving the anxiety of a kinsman duringVcrisis 'situation by settling

his case and thus bringing about peace and reconciliation for him. An

individual io not allowed to forget his indebtedness to his lineage and is

made aware of how important they are for his well-being in all aspects of his

life.. It is expected-(hat he will be available to. help when other relatives

are in need, and he becomes subservient1 to-the:lineage through this pressure.
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Conversely, a person who has abundance will willingly help someone in

need in order to gain ■"credit" for.his future needs. In other.words, he is
willing to help someone primarily because he can then call upon this-person
in the future when he himself has needs.' It is not considered possible^to
"make it on your own" in Anuak philosophy - you must "make it on others .
Therefore meeting others' immediate needs with the purpose of insuring for,
your own needs for the future is not only considered normal, but also

desirable. . ' ' ' .

In preliminary results from a questionnaire given to Anuak students,
more than half said' that they would help someone who was in.need because .

sometime they - the students - would be in'need-and then could call in these ,
people to help. All of the remaining respondents simply said they would help
the person if. they had the means to do so. No one stated that he would refuse
to help, "or that he would put qualifying considerations, i.e.. kinship, --as a

nre-requisite to helping the person in need. Planning ahead is done.in terms
of interpersonal relationships; therefore gratification of present or .future .
needs.can be,immediate as a result of the "credits" built up from other .

people. . ..

Q. Village Autonomy Based on CJanal Co-operation

.The largest political unit among the Anuaks is the village. . . -

.... the political unit is always that unit in which real authority is.
exercised over the members of the population, whereas the society is _, ,
not'necessarily the unit in which real authority is exercised over all

■ the members of the population,.since the society may have, within its ,
boundaries several independent political units between whioh and out
side of whioh there is very little relationship. Thus, the Anuak
society...has within its boundaries a large number of independent and . ■
relatively isolated villages. Inside each village there is a headman
having some authority, but there is no authority and very little relation
ship between any two villages* We see that although there is real .
authority within the political unit (the village), there is no real autho

rity covering the....Anuak society as a whole.... §j ' ■ ■ .-•

■ Traditionally the clans have played important political and economio roles
in Anuak village 1-ife.^/ However.in terms of .deve.lopment for Anuak society
as a whole, past attempts have met with failure due.to the inability of Anuaks
to co-operate on ventures that involve associations larger than the village
political unit, or hamlet sub-sections of the village in which a localized
lineage or sub-clan resides. This has had important implications ooncermng.

the involvement of Anuaks.in a co-operative board for the school and especially

for the hostel. Anuaks in the villages of closest proximity to our schools,
have tended to be^hostile towards students coming from other, more distant,-

4/ 0. Doctorow, '-'Group Structure and Authority," American Anthropologist, Vol.

65 (1963), p.312 .

.)/ E.E. Evans-Pritchard, The Politcal System of the Anuak of.the Anglo-Egyp

tian Sudan, London: 1940 , ', . ' .. ''""
Godfrey Lienhardt feels that the "subclans" or "localized lineages are

the main political units of importance. See his articles on "Anuak Village
Headmen" in Africa, Vol. 27 (1957), PP- 341-355 and Vol. 28 (1958), PP. 23-35-
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villages. Local Anuaks were willing and able-.to., pilfer, the boarding students1
fields for two reasons: (a) they felt no responsibility for.the well-being

of the' boarding"studentb since' they came from separate subclahsof a different
political unit, and (b) they knew that the students were physically at a dis
advantage in not being able to defend.themselves or their produoe from

pilfering by local Anuaks, Indeed, it. was advantageous for the local Anuaks

to thwart and discourage the'boarding studnets, for their absence wouldraake .
it possible for more local children to. attend the-schools as day-studnets. . .

Present research indicates that clan membership, although still important^
is giving way among the educated Anuaks, to wider association^ relationships; -

especially in economics and exo-Anuak political matters, A good .example of ....
this shift from ascription-to achievement standards is the organization .of t
the Ahuak section of the southern Sudanese freedom fighters (Anya Nya), who.se ,;
leadership is based on achievement rather than on traditional clanal.ascribed
statue. Unfortunately the Anya Nya^ although capable of amassing enough
resources and manpower to be effective'in Anuak self-development.in western

Ethiopia, has not been available or willing to be involved, due to its south ..
Sudan orientation. Mission strategy among Anuaks resideing in Ethiopia has..
been to orient them toward highland Ethiopian culture and nationality, and
although the Anya Nya have recognized this and permitted it to occur, they . .

have not been willing to play a role in" the -Ethiopianization process.

. Another important example is the development of the Anuak.Church, whose.

fellowship-draws oh individuals from different clans and different political ;;■
units'(villages). The Church is interested in self-development, but does npt.;;

have'legitimate'power in terras of the traditional Anuak political structure,,.,

to enforce multi-village development schemes. At the present time., the Church
is still being overwhelmed by the Aruak society ae a whole.in its attempts
to initiate and foster self-development. This laok of legitimacy extends to

school and hostel affairs, because development intentions by the Church in
the educational area are negated by the legitimate political and.economic- .

units© ' ■ ' .■"'■•" ■..■■'

9-, Land Use and Ownership ■ . ■ • .

There are two distinct forms of land ownership among the Anuaks, neither

.of which.impedes development at the present time. Along the Gilo Riyer,_and:

generally throughout the areas where the nobility'exert power and1 influence, .
land isiowned by individual members of the nobility and'tends'to be trans

ferred in a.patrilineal fashion .(the favorite'son of the noble being named

the inheritor)„ Minimal rent is charged for the use 'of- land, a bomraon and

acceptable payment being a "safiya" (^gallon contriner) of grain for the
use of the field. This is not-considered to be exorbitant or exploitative

by the Anuak commoners, and does not involve a severe economic hardship.

Indeed,, it is apparent that the land-owning' noble does not always oollect' 4he

rent; but the does retain the right to do so if he should need to. In terms
of Anuak desires for equality, the noble who whould collect rent would be forced

to consume the goods in a communal manner, either for the benefit of retainers,,

kinsmen, or guests; and he would be ill-advised to attempt to keep the goods

for personal aggrandizement, for then he would lose the supporters who are

essential for his status and functioning.
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Along the Baro River and other areas, which are ruled by.-the chief (kwaaro)
and council (.jo bura), the office of chiefdom is the. owner of the land. That
is, the chief of a certain village is called the. owner of the. land for that
particular village, although he in1 no. way is assumed to have personal.rights

and privileges beyond his tenure'in office.-. When a chief is overthrown in
a coup (agem)", he'16ses: all rights- to land ownership, and the ne.w replacement
assumes the responsibilities for ownership through the assumption of his new
official role-'as chief. Land cannot be. directly inherited, although indirectly,
the son of a chief could become the next owner if he should be selected as
kwaaro by the village. Rights to the post of ohiefdom are passed on. in a

paiirilineai mariner, and only those males whose fathers were, kwaaro are eligible
for chieftainship. This^ does, however, allow for.a good bit of freedom, on

the part of the-villagers when considering a replacement for their former .
chief, for .there are normally many male patri-sibs available, for the office ,

at any given time. " ■ ; . ■ . -. .

Fortunately there is an abundance of cultivable land at the present time
in Anuak land.' Therefore, if a ooramoner in the territory of the nobles desires

land, he simply requests the use- from the owner. His request will normally.,
be granted if the land is bot-being used, and if he agrees to pay the nominal;
rent, should it be requested. ■ In the area under the chiefs, the acquisition
of farmland is also an uncomplicated matter, although the responsibilites of

the recipient are a little different. The newcomer makes his request to the
kw&lgtf and -jjo bura'and they will assign a plot of land to him. .He is not
required to pay rent, but must.serve the chief on certain occasions when he
is sailed by him. The most prevalent forms of service are the hoeing of the
chief's field in a-co-operative-venture with the rest of the. male inhabitants

of the village at the beginning-of.a planting season, and the harvesting of
. the chieffs"f:.eld with the men and wc-aen of the village at the harvest time.
A man is required to give service in the form of manual work; he may not
provide a substitute to do the work, and a cash gift or repayment in place
of the Work is not -■ acceptable.6/ . There are no ritual ceremonies involved in .
either the planting or harvesting of a chief's field, although the chief will
ordinarily provide a beer drink for the men a few weeks after the hoeing has

been completed. •'..'„■■

6/ One of our teachers at Pokwo in 197.1 'brought- his wife to live in the village
which-was contiguous to the station, even though it was'not a clan vilage
for either,him or his wife. Since he was teaching and supervising the
boarding department,. the teacher was buay for most of the day and was ■ .
unable to participate in the communal activities ordered by the chief.
This man attempted to make a cash payment, and also to provide a substi
tute worker for the activities, but both offers were rejected by the

..chief. After repeated warnings, the woman was expelled from the village

because her husband, did not take part with the other male members of -
■ the community.in ttie activities which were required by the chief* : :
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.. . Having completed this brief summary of Anuak culture., we are ready to ■

consider' strategy for development education among internally-oppressed inde

pendent subsistence communities with low self-esteem,, such as the Anuaks.

In order to do this, a generalized model must be considered from which to

draw development education goals. For this purposei the paper entitled "Educa

tion for Self-Reliance", by Julius :k.--Nyerere ]_/ has been .selected because the
present author feels that Nyerere's statement addresses African development

education problems with the most realistic and culturally acceptable alterna

tives in modern Africa* If implemented, it holds the most promise for truly

indigenous self-development. It is-also felt that Nyerere Ts Btated goals ar.e

not in opposition to :the kindo of.goals which were specified in Dr* John C.

Smith1 s. definition of. development,, quoted at the beginning of chis paper.

Thus, although "Education for Self-Reliance" is not specifically a Christian

statement, its ideas are applicable in a Christian development eduoation

context; ■. ■ ■ ■-' ■ ■■ ■ . ■ ." ' ■ .......

Nyerere states that Tanzania's societal goals are (l) "equality and
respect for human dignity", (2) "sharing of the resources which are produced

by our efforts", and (3) "work by everyone■and exploitation'by no.ne<," 8/

Sohools are the cornerstone upon which Tanzania*s goals must be built, according

to Nyerere, but it is not possible to do this without radical reform to their

inherited (colonial) educational system. Thus he proposes that .schools in .

Tanzania (the model of which is also; applicable to Africa in general) should

be economic communities as well as social and educational communities,, A_

sohool must become a. self-reliant, economic enterprise with a problem-solving

orientation focused on development .needs., 9/In rural areas it is raoBt sensi-

ble to. build -:he economic enterprise ~n an agricultural basis, utilizing

resources: and skills available in the wider community of which the. school ,

is a partv . Also, according to Nyerere, one crucial aspect of this is the

implementation of delayed gratification^ for "development requires a choice

between present and future satisfaction.,"10/

IV ■ ' ■ ■

With' this in mind, I wish to propose a theory of Christian Development*

Education as .the model most suitable for implementing the development goals

that the Church of Jesus Christ sees as part of its present educational mission.

This model can be adopted to externally-oppressed subsistence oommunities

suoh as the Vioos, or internally-oppressed subsistence communities such as the

Anuaks.

JyJulius K. Nyerere\ ^Education for Self-Reliance," Cross Currents, Fall

1968, pp. 415-434.,;. . ' . ' .

8/ Ibid., p. 418 ' ..,..-■ ■

2/ For an expansion .of the concept of a "development-oriented educational -:
system'' see Wili-P. Saunders, "Schools" for Rural Transformation in. Africa,"
Ethiopian Journal of Education.., Volt 3, No"« 1, June 1969

10/ Nyerere, Op. cito, p.
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Utilizing the ideas, either expliait or implicit, regarding the Biblical

position of Christian faith and life as found in the definition of development

by-DiV John C,'Smith,' the guidelines: for development from the Vicos Project,

and the' statement by President Nyerere, the following are proposed as the :

Development Education Goal's: ; .. . ■ .. ■ ■ . . ■ :

IV To communicate to' students the necessity "for personal commitment to Jesus

: ' Christ as the basis of the NEW SELF-IDENTITY needed for Christian

_' development . ' ' ' ' '

2.' To FREE studentB from oppression, either internal or external to their '

society by guiding structural changes in the students* community,

which are necessary for the development of ah efficient and democratic ■

■decision-snaking process ■ "

3« To reward productive activities in both the academic and the practical

realms through the use of programmed materials that REINFORCE. ACHIEVEMENT

AND EXCELLENCE in acquiring new skills

4. To encourage and reward students1 PRODUCTIVE SERVICE IN THE WIDER ;:."
'* ' COMMUNITY " ■ ■ •■■ ■ ■-■..-...■

5. To provide improved NUTRITIONAL and MEDICAL STANDARDS for the students' "

in connection with, or by means of, the school programme.

6.. To provide equal" opportunity \fort...and require equal, responsibility from,

all Btudents through CO-OPERATIVR/ENTERPRISES " : . " ■'. .. .:'■::.'.

7. ' To impart ECOLOGICALLY-SOUND TECHNICAL SKILLS which make it possible for
the students to exploit the natural resources of their environment in

• a more effioient and productive manner

8. To provide a PROBLEM-SOLVING ORIENTATION which is applioable to both

academic and community situations

9*. . . To require the students to DELAY GRATIFICATION and plan for future needs

10,.-. .To WITHDRAW SUBSIDIZATION in order to encourage motivation for self- -

development .... ■ ■ . - . .. ■ r

.■_. . «t.-(A*1 educational development strategy) must be built of
widely shared aims, of rational perception and will power rising

directly from the economic, socialtand cultural milieu to which it

is to make its contribution*%*}l/

11/ Philip. Ho Coombs, .The World Educational Cirsis;- A Systems-Analysis,

Oxford University Press, New York, 1968,. p. 163 ".■■ . ■■■>•■■; =;.:.
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In order to demonstrate the utility and relevance of these development

education goals in the formulation of strategy, we turn now to an analysis ...
of goal-implementation which was attempted■at Pokwo School,-among Anuaks in.

western.Ethiopia: ' ' ."'■'*

1. New Self-Identity in Christ :

"...change in people's self-images (is) a preliminary step-in the

development process." 12/

"...community development is itself aimed at accomplishing change in

some feature or features of a people's identity." 13/

Development, in its simplest definition, means progress toward desired
goals. Christian Development, therefore, is defined as measurable progress ■;

toward Christian goals'. As'Gpodenough clearly- states, the orucial factor in . :.-

any development' process is the' identity change which is the instrumental forced
in motivating individuals and communities toward new dimensions in life. He vi
clearly perceives the basic ,Christian strategy when he states that "missionaries.,.

may differ from agents of community development in the content of their pro

grammes and'the doctrines by which they rationalize them, but not in their
psychological objective, which is a new image of self and world and a new ■

sense of purpose and accomplishment."14/ ' ' : ' ;"

The basis of Christian Development is the new man in Jesus Christ (.II - - .
Cor. 5:17) - the person who has been transformed i>y a vital, personal confront
tation with the living Lord. When the Holy Spirit initiates the reyitaliza--. ■■•

tion process in either an individual or a oommunity, the result is identity
change. .People throw off the old life and become new - new in relationship
to the Lord, new in relationship to themselves, and new in relationship to ■■.:
all others. This kind of identity change is crucial in order to attain the-.-. ■■ ■•■.

Christian Goals, not only in their entirety, but also with a Quality that--1
differentiates them from' all humanistically-oriented development 'education = ■

schemes. The new person in Christ, by definition, brings a:different
cjuality in his approach toward the attainment of the rest "of the Christian,

goals. . ' , .-...,....•

12/. Ward H. Goodenough, Cooperation in Change, Russell Sage Foundation,

"New York, 1,9.6.^, \p.226 ' - ''

Chapter 9 "Identity Change" presents a valuable framework for an

'understanding of relationship.between identity change and the ...

■ ■ development process, and gives helpful isight regarding ray position,,

in this* section of the paper.. ■-.

13/ Ibid.. p. 215

14/ Ibid., p. 219 ""
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Gobdenoughl5/ mentions three principal means by-which identity change
is usually induced: " (l) the device of self-confrontation, (2) subjecting a . .
person to anew and trying experience, arid (3) altering a person's physical ...
appearance. The first device, that of self-confrontation and/or self-evalua-.
tion, has been employed at Pokwo, and it is felt that this is the means that

is most relevant to the Christian approach. The second device may be helpful

after initial conversion, when sacrificial aspects of Christian' commitment

are included'in the training programme, ■ .

Self-oonfrontation can be employed in a variety of ways, but at Pokwo

we have utilized personalized'questions that have the potentiality of directing

students toward commitment to Jesus Christ. The following kinds of questions
have been posed to the students: What kind of life do you envision for your

self in" the future? What are'your goals?..Have;you.considered the meaning

of a new life in Christ? Do you'think Jesus Christ can give answers to the.

problems and questions in your life? .. What difference do you .think- faith in, .

Christ has' "meariVto other Anuaks? What kinds of differences do you think 4

faith in Christ should mean in your own life? . ■ . . :

It is hoped that these kinds of change-oriented questions will lead

students to personal commitment to Jesus Christ, consisting, of (a) a

DECISION to' follow Christ, (b) INVOLVEMENT with other Christians for fellow- .

ship and growth, and (c) ACTION in witnessing to their new identify in Christ ,.

through attempts, to understand and solve individual and community problems.

However, it is" felt imperative that :we allow the Holy Spirit to. work out the

dimensions of Christian commitment through the context of Anuak Christians1 ..

experiences "with Christ. : : '. ' ■ . ■-.'..

It has been observed'that Anuak students who have achieved a new selfi-

identity through commitment to Christ .display certain characteristics of

personality 'transformation. First, there;is an increase in self-esteem as :.

evidenced by diminishing use of "responsibility—avoidance questions. Christian

students tend to respond to questions 'with factual answers;; even: in situations

where regulations hsve been transgressed and the person being questioned may. . .

receive blame or punishment for his action.1 One example.of this is the , . .

following: in 1966 a group of boys in the boarding department of the Gilo .

River feeder school were caught late at night at a village dance, without per

mission from the boarding supervisor. All of the students, when asked about

their whereabouts, responded with, .-"Wasn't I just going to the.latrine?" ' '■

Some of the same students - unfortunately* - were caught in a similar situa- '

tion during the 1970-71 school year at Pokwo, Almost all responded to my in

quiries with, "I made a.mistake - I was visiting the dance." Of the small

group which denied their presence at the dance, none were students who'had

professed faith in Jesus Christ, and they responded with typical responsibility-

avoidance questions,16/ Apparently the new self-identity in Christ enables
the Anuak student to realistically recognize his shortcomings and mistakes.

Ibid., P. 245

16/ Two students claimed to have been out at the latrine, but the most
original response was, "Wasn't I just out guarding my field from thieves?"

at 11:30 p.m.; This response was later ridiculed by the other offenders

when they heard about it.



A second transformation resulting from the new self-identity is students
outward orientation beyond traditional kinship or political (village) units.
Preliminary surveys of student attitudes toward crisis-solving situations,
indicates that school exposure has- decreased .clan involvement and reliance,
among students, thus making it possible to.develop extra-clanal institutional
orientations with development goals. What, has evolved is a neo-clanal fun-
ctional substitute somewhat similar to traditional.clans. The., neo-olan has
a title .(obwoc goor), salutations and secret communications (carried out in

the language~o"f wider communication,. Amharic), non-violent resolution or
internal disputes (student council), economic co-operation, and unity against
common aggressors.ll/ Exogamy has not been retained in the neo-clan -in fart
there are preferences for endogamy - but this appears to be the only major
difference between the neo-clan and t£e .traditional clan.

All of the students, Christian and non^Chrisitian,.appear to have decreased

their traditional clan orientation, and..have moved toward the neo-qlan.
However in responding to the question, "If * student -a father, or mother was
needing his help, would it be better for him to leave school and .go to help
them, or to continue- on in school?" all non-Christian students said that .
it would be better :to. continue in school. -.a. view, interestingly, enough,
held by the .vast majority of the adult, non-literate Anuak community._ More
mature Christian, students, however, appeared, to be caught in .^conflict
situation, and:responded that it would be ..better to drop out of school for
one year, help the parents, and then, try to return to school. Thus,
although the. new identity as a student in the neo-clan. tends .to. .decrease
students' feelings of responsibility toward traditional Anuak social structures,
new identity as a Christian student helps students retain their feelings of
traditional responsibility without at the same time negating their desires
to be included-in the achievement-oriented neo-clan. As a result, it appears
that new self-identity in Christ results in.less rejection of traditional
responsibility and is therefore the superior mode of transition to moderni

zation.

The third personality transformation resulting from new self-identity
in Christ is a tendency to think in futuristically-positive terms rather
than in fatalistic cyclical terms. Chrisitian doctrine give.s a development
orientation through the teaching that history is progressing toward a just
culmination. The new man in Christ recognizes aB a facet of his identity

the fact that he is part of a comprehensive and perfect plan, and herein
lies the meaningfulness of life for him. Because he thinks futuristically
he understands the relevance of goals, and responds to encouragement to
make plans, A noticeable difference between Christian and non-Christian

students at Pokwo has been the tendency by the former to be less fatalistic
with regard to the future and thus to be less negative with regard to
experimentation. This has been especially important regarding the acceptanoe
of innovations promoted by the,school administration, such as the recent rice
experiment. Examples of non-Christian responses to the initial disoussione

Missing from text supplied by the. Author.
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about rice growing!are borne of "the following: "Do we know about rioe? Won't
it just be eaten by the flooding of the river like the corn is? Isn't rice

just for people in Asia? Won't the rioe be prevented from growing by God?"
Christian' responses tended to be more positive: "Let us try it. May be
God will bless us."'' After the experiment began to show some initial success,,

a ChrisViaireffident-in 6th grade told.me, "I think Gdd' has'given rioe to us
for our wealth jr^st like He gave coffee to tfce Amharas arid Gallaso"l8/ It . -
appears, therefore, that the new self-identity iri Christ tends to give.Anuak ■
students a-more' positive futuristic'outlook than non-Christian students; and :
oan^-beof assistance, in goal-setting because'of its tendency to diminish

fatalisms . . ' .. ' . "' .

In summary, we wish to draw two important implications from this section; ■

First., without new self-identity in Christ there is no Christian development,
although there may be humanistic development. Secondly, in comparing Anuak

Christian students with non-Christian students - those who have new identities

of both "neo-clan" and "in Christ", rather than just "neo-olan" - we have

found that Christians were (l) superior in self-esteem and thus more willing
and able to realistically, accept responsibility, (2) better able to sensitively -
partake, in and lead the orderly and non-violent transition from traditional

Anuak life to"modernity,, and (3) more positively oriented4toward planning

for the future because of decreased fatalism,, ; Because of-i.thi:sy: we feel that

the uniquenesq - and the power - of the Christian= ap'pTo'abhVia embodied in

this goal of new self-ideriiity. in Jesus Christ, Jthe^outcotne^ of which is
superior to all proposals for purely huraanistid-'iiievelopmeht' education,, ' :

This is borne-out in our Ar.uak data because the' Christian students were more ■ ■

inclined than non-Christians to the attainment of the remaining Christian
goals (Noo 2-10), all of which are more or less humanistic and/or democratic"
in essence. Self-identity in Christ is the only non-hm.anisiic goals in the

Christian series, therefore the comparison between Christian and humanistic

development education must be made at the level of self-identity,, The self-
identity which enables karaanistic and/or democratic goal attainment to the> "

highest degree must be acknowledged as the superior way- Our data indicates

that self-identity in Christ accomplishes this most effectively among Anuaks.

2. Reduction of. Oppression Through Structural Change . ■ ■

In a society where the older and more powerful age groups tend to -exploit ■

the younger members of the group, it is only natural that this should extend

to the school comniunityo In 19°"5 student-group decisions tended to be made
by the older, stronger, and more vociferous boys and their decisions were-

implemented by means of coercion.and threats to the younger students in an '
authoritarian manner,, During Jhat year, however, the concept of a democratically-
elected student ceuncil was introduced, with certain areas of deoision-making ■

specified prior to the nominations and elections. The two main realms of
student council responsibility were (!) resolving intra-^group problems, such ;■

as fighting or theft' among the students, :and (2) handling of funds which1 were
utilized for the purchase of meat and fish for the boarding departmentlg/

18/ Missing -from text supplisd V *he author.

19/ Missing from text supplied by the author.
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In more recent years, after co-operative ventures.were introduced, the student
council-was also responsible' for the handling of co-op funds. •■ ■

^ By means of these structural changes, student leadership attributes were
from authoritarian and exploitative tendencies to those involving

has decreased with each year, as the students have increasing f ™d"f°°*
the'council's duties, and the kinds of attributes needed by student leaders

in this type of structure.

No structural changes have been introduced successfully by the^school
in its relations to exploitative elements in thewider Anuak community, An
attempt has been made, however, to inform the community concerning the educ
tional goals of the school and this has tended to reduce the exploration
to some degree. An area of difficulty for the students has been pilfering
fromtnetrTields, many times by their own relatives.20/ . •<**«?*>?>,
however, is not as widespread when the fields are considered to be students
personal fields rather than mission or school fields. Thus we have de-
emphasized the school involvement in the fields although'attempting to still
aid some deterrent power to the stealing. Personalizing of fields -P»
S has tended to decrease exploitation and theft because, it is congruent

This method is effective enough at presents prevent a
among the students most likely because they themselves are organized into a
self-protective power block against the exploiters in the wider community.
^school did not have to introduce this structure - the students intuitively
organized, themselves against the excesses of. their own society,

3. Achievement Rewarded and Reinforced Through Use of Programmed Instruction

A result of Anuaks' emphasis on equality, and their denial of causality,
has been their insistence that all students should automatical^ .* P"™*«*
to the next grade whether or not they have successfully completed the retire
ments expected for that grade. There are two reasons for this: (a) if-they

fail they will be unhappy (yithge bamet), a situation that not only causes
Anuaks to lose face but also leads "to violence-prone frustration; and {*)
success by some and failure by others leads to elitism which can lead to the
ultimate destruction of Anuak culture because of the danger of group frag
mentation. Both of these points are crucial to Anuaks as they view the

Missing from text supplied by the author.
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importance of inclusive stability for. their survival. Group solidarity is

seen as a more important attribute for survival than is individual achievemnt',

thus the. school's insistence on individual achievement tends to produce great

tension in the society* . ■

,. Nevertheless,, the school has taken the position that achievement-must be

rewarded,, and non-achievement must be deprived, because of.the importance of

this concept .for .development, and also because of the realities of the

Ethiopian national examination system with which they will necessarily

have .to live. In order to reduce Anuak frustration, however, a general pro

grammed curriculum has been introduced for 1st and 2nd grades, With additional

programmes developed for mathematics concepts and problem-solving in the '

upper primary grades. .Not only has this increased pedagogical proficiency,

but it has reinforced the importance of achievement and productivity, measur

able in progressively quantifiable units.

Where applicable,.programmed instruction has also been utilized in the

teaching of manual.skills., A programmed course has been developed to train

students how to use a sewing machine and to sew various items of clothing.

Also, some programmed elements have been used in the basic courses on engine

mechanics and tractor driving. •'■'■

L Interestingly enough, both the student community and the* wider community

(that is, that part of wider Anuak society that has contact with the school's
programme) have accepted the programmed approach, presumably because it is

objective, consistent, and predrctatle - and therefore tends to be congruent"

with Anuak desires for justice.

4. Reward Productive Service in the Wider Community . .

; A voluntary village literacy programme has been developed through the ■

co-operation of upper elementary students (i.e. those who have completed at

least 4th grade) and Christian groups in villages. If a village (or, rather,
the Christian community in a village, becuase it has.been, primarily the . -,

Christians who have played the instrumental role in initiating this programme)

wishes to have Amharic literacy taught for 8 weeks during the long vacation

period (July and August), a representative is sent as an emissary to a student
who has been selected by the village, and he personally requests the student

to consider coming to the village, to teach. The student-is promised Toom-and-

board, which he ordinarily has received from the village evangelist (who also

assumes responsibility for the student's behavior while he is a guest in the

village), plus.a small amount of money which.is collected from literacy class
fees. The Pokwo School has agreed, to provide a boarding scholarship for any" '

student, who was'selected by the villages for this teaching. Therefore a student

is assured.that he "can return to Pokwo for an additional year of training ?-f
he completes the literacy teaching, acceptably.



Aside from the important village support for this programme - which is

the most crucial aspect of its success - two policies were introduced in 1965
which tended to stimulate village and student interest: First, successful

completion of the literacy course was made a minimum requirement for entrance

into 1st grade. Due to the success of the programme it has been necessary

to install a quota system for each village because many more children are now

passing the course than we have room to admit to 1st grade. This selectivity

has not only raised the quality of 1st grade entrants and oriented them towards

the importance of successful achievement, but it has motivated the villages

to take part in the sponsorship of a school and student teacher because- their

children could not attend Pokwo School unless the village first assumed' respons

ibility for initiating their educational endeavors. It was thus not only

possible to upgrade edcuational quality in Pokwo School, but also to involve

autonomous villages in the educational revolution that was about to engulf

their society and transform their children. An additional advantage - and

extremely important for stabilizing the transition - was the fact that there

after most children came to Pokwo School with the knowledge and, in many

cases,, the financial support of their fathers. This was an important change

from pre-1965 years, when a large percentage of the students were boys who

had run away from home and could enter an entirely subsidized boarding pro

gramme. An important consequence of this is that the present students have

closer family relationships than pre-1965 students, and it is hoped that they

will not suffer the anomie and accompanying irresponsibility that was noticeable

in the past. ' ; ,

The second policy initiated in 1965 was to change the literacy teaching

from a requirement for continuance into 5th grade, to a voluntary student-

village relationship. This had three advantages over the previously set up

mandatory situation: (l) the village was allowed and encouraged to take a

more active part -in the programme, rather, than' be the .passive recipient o.f

a (possibly unwanted) "Mission boy"; (2) the first advantage then made it

possible"to have great.er control over the student-teacher's village behavior

throughout the duration of the literacy course. Previously there had been

some unfortunate behaviour problems coused by student-teachers, and since

the Mission had assigned the students to the village teaching centres, the

Anuaks rightfully held the Mission responsible for their misdeeds. Since

the villages have had a part in calling the student-teachers, discipline

problems have been almost entirely eliminated; and (3) whereas the students

previously tooked on the village teaching as an unfair imposition" designed

by the Mission to impede their educational and/or cultural development, it
has now become a much-sought-after honor, and -those who are not chosen by

villages have a sense of shame, as well as disappointment and the possibility

of difficulty in securing finances to continue their education.

5. Improved Nutritional and Health Standards

As stated in an earlier section of this paper, Anuaks live in a precarious

situation due to famines and a high incidence of debilitating diseases, both

of which.tend to maintain a high mortality rate and are contributing factors

to low productivity. Thus, from both a humanitarian and a practical standpoint

(i.e., absenteeism rates were high due to illness and food acquisition) it
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was decided in 1965 to maintain the previously-opened boarding department,

plus provide subsidized breakfast for day students. It was proposed to ...:

carry this on for a few years until some agricultural development could...-'

take place which would lift the Anuak economy above the low subsistence; .level-

then found and/or until the wider Anuak community internalized the.values of

education and was willing to provide for the nutritional needs of their .■

students. By 1970, it has been possible to phase out the subsidized breakfast

for day students without serious loss of either achievement or numbers of day

students, and boarding fees equivalent to 5 weeks' wages for a laborer in

Gambela Awraja (District) were charged without a significant loss in the

boarding department. It appears that adequate nutritional levels are being

provided by parents (or guardians) for day students now and that the local

economy is willing and able to increase its share of maintaining adequate

nutritional levels for boarding students. Since, however, boarding students

have a better nutritional level than the average village Anuak (adult or
child), simply because they get two regular meals of corn meal porridge (kwon)
per day, it is unknown at this stage whether the wider community is econo

mically able to assume full boarding costs, although the school's policy is

to move in this direction,, ;r '.

Students' health .needs are1 :adequat.ely provided for by means of the Pokwo

Clinic; therefore little has:been required by the school in this area of

their development. In order to insure student use of health facilities,

however, they have been required to purchase a clinic card which permits them

to utilize the clinic's resources when they are ill, A student first-aid worker

has been trained and made available within the boarding department structure

to attend to minor needs within the boarding community.

6, Opportunities and Responsibilities Through Co-operative: Enterprises

Certain co-operative economic projects have been attempted as a means

of teaching structured' organizational techniques and problem-solving in more

complex social endeavors. Two basic projects were carried out, the first

utilizing the entire boarding population as a co-operative, with the elected

Student Council serving as the co-operative's officers^ and the second being

a smaller and more specific project involving only the members of the 6th grade

class, which handled its affairs by means of group consensus rather than

through officers. (This was feasible because of the small number (N=9) parti

cipating in the project.)

The. boarding co-operative project was a structurally-complex undertaking

which survived precariously, for the let semester of the 1970-71 school year

before its demise. (Reasons for its collapse will be discussed under the1 :

heading of "Delayed Gratification",) The project most likely would not have

been undertaken in its extreme form of complexity had it not been for external

foreign hierarchical pressure to force the boarding department to be'self-

sufficient before it was.practically feasible to do so, A less complex

structure would have had a better chance for. success^ as the 6th-grade

project demonstrates. However, the complex structure was attempted and we

have learned some things from the experiment.



The purpose of the co-operative experiment was to earn as much money as

possible for the students in order to assist them to pay for increased
boarding fees. It was an imposed economic project rather than a student-
originated idea, but it was felt that the income-producing capacity of the
project would overcome the original inertia displayed by the students, and
thus would create its.own impetus once they realized the potentialities that
were possible. It was proposed to transfer the agricultural activities of
-the Pokwo Mission Station (tropical fruit orchard, cattle-and-milk production,

and chicken-and-egg production) from a Mission account to a student co-op
account. A group of four adult advisors .were appointed by the Anuak Church

(without a formal request by the Mission or school), to &.ct as technical . ,
assistants to the students. Students in 1st grade were assigned to work in
the orchard, 2nd and 3rd students worked, with the chickens, and. 4th and 5th

graders worked with the cattle. It .was intended that this project would . ..
also be an educational experience, therefore instructional materials- regarding

poultry production were included .in the 3rd grade, curriculum,,

Due to .the rapidity with which the project was initiated, little time. ;

was allotted to administration-student discussion about the project's goals t

and purposes, although the Student Council was briefed. They were also ...
brought into some decision-making with regard to the hiring and paying of a: .

man to herd the cattle during school hours, and regarding a worker to help
with orchard irrigation. Agreement, was reached.between the administration
and the Student Council with regard to- these employment decisions, and the .
student leaders then informed the rest of the students concerning the.

agreement. At no time was there great enthusiasm for the project on the

■part of the students although there was cautious resignation to. it as a

boarding department requirement, It was felt that the Student Council.had
adequately understood the goals, and ;hat if the .project were nandled,carefully,

the goals would.be internalized by the.entire student population after-,&..■;, .

period of .time. Unfortunately, the project wa3 not. handled carefully enough,.,

and a loss of confidence occurred which led to the abandonment of the project.

The second experimental project., that conducted by the 6th graders,
proved to be more successful. The possible, reasons for this were: (a)
fuller discussion of goals and strategies.between the administration and.

.: students, so that they fully understood what was involved, (b) opportunity: .
for the students to reject the project ..at the outset, rather than having it

imposed, thus giving them greater decision-making- responsibility, (c) a
structurally uncomplicated project,.and .(d) greater maturity and sophistica

tion of the participants due to their age and training*

The purpose of this project was to open a small "hotel" and tea shop in

order to tap the tourist trade, It was decided to renovate a traditional ..
Anuak house located on the Pokwo compound, and use it for this double purpose.

Careful discussions were.carried out at the beginning 30 that, the students ■

would fully understand the responsibilities and implications of their under--,

taking. The administration had previously decided that the school would supply
the basic oapital needed to purchase equipment if the student?. v:ould agree

to do the renovating, building of certain equipment, and handle the operating

budget. Following agreement upon these ground rules; a list was co-operatively
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drawn up of the capital equipment which was necessary to open the "hotel" and

give it the intended Anuak flavor. The students agreed - after some encourage

ment, from the administration - to serve Anuak food to tourists, so Anuak "■

household and eating utensils were purchased. At first, some of the' students

belittled the idea of serving Anuak food to the tourists, but finally agreed

to try this. Their self-image was very positively reinforced when .they

realized soon afterwards that most of the tourists felt that ihis was one of

the outstanding features of the "hotel", and they were commended on the clean

liness with.which ,all aspects of their endeavor was carried out. (Evaluation

forms were printed, and all guests were asked to respond in order to aid*in -

the instructional aspects of the project.) ' ' •'

Work responsibilities, were assigned in a very simple, yet satisfactory, "

way. The students produced a rotational list which equally assignee! one boy -

to the "hotel" for one day, on which he was totally responsible for carrying

out all functions. Pour separate accounts were set up (l) hotel (2) food (3);

tea, and (4) bread, plus a "bank account" that was entrusted to the school
director. No one was allowed to deposit or withdraw money from the bank •

account without signing for his action, and this completely, eliminated all

questions of irasappropriation. It was decided to hold aweekiy co-op meeting

in order to check all accounts and in general discuss- any problems or evalua

tion forms. Students were taught to use an adding machine to assist in the

simple accounting procedures. After the first month it was discovered that '

errors had been included in the accounting because of double debiting, and

a new start was made,21/

Was this project successful, and worth the effort? A number of encouraging

signs seem to indicate a positive answer: (a) the project successfully completed
the school ye-ir, (b) the profits were equally divided, yielding the students
approximately 3 times the wages that a laborer would have been able to earn

on a per diem basis, (c) the ^>th grade students were expressing a desire to '

operate the "hotel" during the 1971-72 school year, (d) the students were s

satisfactorily able to plan ahead and purchase their needed supplies from

the town of Gambela without having to impose on missionaries when their

supplies or funds ran,low, (e) there were no instances of the "hotel" work
interfering in the academic schedule or pursuits of any of the students, thus

the high academic standards of the.school were maintained, and (f) two graduating

6th graders asked for, and-were granted, permission to operate the "hotel"
as-a private venture during the long vacation period because other forms of

employment were not available. Other, indirect advantages were also seen:

(g) word spread rapidly among tourists in Gambela that the "hotel" was
available and many came to Pokwo with the express purpose of staying at the

"hotel" (h) by absorbing the tourist trade, the students relieved the
missionaries from an unwanted burden, and (i) by providing food and teaf a

real service was rendered to other members of the local community, especially

those employed in the Clinic, who previously had often besn unable to obtain
food in the morning.

21 / Missing from text supplies by tie author,
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7. Technical Skills

In order to carry out this objective, at least a "Animal survey is re-
ouired of both present technology (types of local and/or mdigenous tools
Sd their use) and projections for tne kinds of, tec^lc"fl30^^niB
be necessary and-employable in the area's development process.... Only jf this
type of survey is carried out will it be possible to introduce new■■kill, and
toils which will allow the students to maintain a degree <* "rtonPW and
indeoendence from the agents of technological- supplies. A survey of this
sort to be really effective in long-range-development terms, must be sophisti
cated enough to predict the probable-results to the ecosystem. In this
rega^dr°hfrefore, an analysis needs to be made with the introduction, of
each new technological scheme.

A simple, yet effective, means of increasing production without upsetting

the ecosystem In the Anuak are* has been the utilization of the main looal
tools.imporant in Anuak agricultoe (i.e., flat hand hoe - c^ia . S»"£x£ "
maneel, and machete - gaa.iira , but increasing the supply that is available
f^'students. Thusf-ihSs proposed that anough tools should be ^chased
so that each student could have at least one, and could sign.ou «**«■£•»
he needed them. The students were made personally responsible for all tools
that were borrowed, threfore a constant supply has been maintained since the.

inttiS invLtment! Prior to this simple change, *^n*"+^ *» "f^at
to check out and return tools each agriculture period - with the result that,
approximately i of the allotted work period was wasted. Now - at least
theoretically - students can use their work time more efficiently.

In a recent (1971) attempt to introduce the production of rice in the
Anuak area four important fabtoW have" been involved: (l) experimental plots
tZ^Zln IZt rtce could be successfully grown before an attempt was made
to encourage the students to' partake in the experimental expansion <*J*V
Project into their owu plots, (2) wild rice found in swaiap areas•«>T£»£d
and eaten by Anuaks, when it is available, (3) the rice plots are lopatedin
^eas that are unused and ill-suited for the production of corn and sorghum,
and (4) local tools are suitable for significant and profitable production.
E fact, an Anuak student at the Gilo River School (a feeder sen°£ <™ted
with the Pokwo system) innovated with the use of a hooked stick digaano),
ordinarily used by Anuaks to pull dead branches from trees for ^ewood, and
produced an effective hand-plow usable for making the rows in which the rice
seeds are planted. This simple innovation increased the efficiency of plant

ing by approximately 50C$. ■ . .

Although the lower grades (l-3) have been required to use local tools,
it is felt that students in grades 4-6 should be given training in more

complex and marketable skills. The reason for this is that the older
students, if and when they become school-leavers, migrate to the town of
Gambela rather than return to their home villages. Accepting this as a
fact of life, it was felt that skills should be provided which could be
uUlizable in Gambela-s small, but growing, economy. A programmed instructional
course for 4th grade was developed in.sewing, beginning with hand sewing and



culminating with the production of clothing on a sewing machine, and this
has proven effective and profitable. Fifth graders get a gasoline ..engine ...

mechanics course, based both on theory and manual skills, and 6th graders
have received a course which includes units on diesel engines;, the meaning
and importance of agricultural development, tractor maintenance, tractor driving,
and plowing. Because of recent agricultural development inputs in the Gambela
area by the United Nations, these students now possess skills that are not
only highly satisfying and employable, but also relevant to the future'
economic1 development of Anuakland.. Rather than becoming dependent on either

the Mission or the school as was feared by some, these skills have made it ,
possible, for the Anuaks to become productively integrated into Ethiopian

national life and development. .

8. Problem-Solving Orientation

The attainment of this goal has been the most difficult of all, because

if requires teachers-whose own approach to the problems of life is based on .
the scientific method. Having been educated in Ethiopia's traditional rote
memorization system, we have had few teachers who felt secure in the more .
democratic approach. There are four main areas where an attempt has been
(or could be) made, however. The first is in the control of the mathematics
program. The author has made a concerted effort to write lesson plans in ■
Amharic for every arithmetic lesson and test in the lower primary grades, and ■
hopes to complete lessons for the entire elementary section (grades 1-6).
He has also written programs for the teaching of concepts or skills which
have proven difficult for the students. Arithmetic is the most natural - - ..■
academic area fcr the teachers to view with regard to problem-solving, -there
fore it is important to control the course work to as great a degree as posifole
in order to ensure that the students are aotwftlly making satisfactory progress

in problem-solving. We have attempted to do this by assisting the teachers
in test preparation to ensure that the tests were valid, and have then carried-
out item analyses on all aspects of the tests. It has thereby been our
intent to regularize and/or to standardize the tests in this manner so we- :

could gauge the rate of progress at each student, and set minimum acceptable- -
requirements for promotion which would be valid, reliable, and re-usable.

. A distinct emphasis.of this approach .has been to concentrate effort on state
ment problems.once the.manipulative skills were taught.

A second technique for giving a problem-solving orientation has been ther
use of the co-operative projects among the students. In this activities,
real-life problems were encountered, and the students were encouraged to fully,
discuss the implications of various approaches to solivmg the problems.
Having once made their decisions, they were also required to accept responsibi

lity for the results. ■

Thirdly, problem-solving on a small scale has been introduced into the
English curriculum (and also should be in the Amharic course) through -the
use of essay questions dealing with development problems. Examples are the
following: "What would be the best way to improve the medical level of the
Anuak people?" or "What are some .things which could be done to reduce .the
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hunger problem among Anuaks?" or "In what ways could you contribute best to

the development of Garabela Awraja (District)?" It is felt that the important

aspects of these essay questions should include (a) a real problem which, is ■

(b) solvable if there were a (c) commitment t.o do so. ■ . . ,. ■ , ..

Finally, there is a need to revamp the science curriculum as it is

presently taught in Pokwo School (and probably throughout Ethiopia). A
revision is needed from the present rote method to the introduction and

utilization of the scientific method. Most likely the..teachers will need to

be.taught the scientific.method themselves, and how. to. use it for problem-

solving, and, if necessary, how to set up the experimental design for ,
carrying out simple problems in the classroom. Hopefully it will'be possible

to have an explanation of methods of applied and practical research from the.

staff of the Gambela Branch of the Institute of Agricultural Research, orice

their proposed programme gets under way. The exposure to actual'scientific

experimentation and to an introduction to the philosophy of scientific deter

minism could have profound affects on the Anuak culture - they could, in

fact, destroy the culture aa we presently know it?. This mayr however, be the

only feasible alternative to mass starvation .ae the population increases.

9. Delayed Gratification - With Immediate Feedback

As quoted, previously, Nyerere feels that the decision between immediate

gratification and delayed gratification is crucial for development. Thus

we have attempted to delay gratification, but make it more palatable by

giving immediate feedback. This was done by organizing the boarding students

into an agricultural co-operative which handled all aspects of the tropical

fruit orchard, chicken-and-egg production, and cattle-and-milk' production (but

not field work, which is an individual enterprise )• The officers of, the

co-operative were the elected student council, and they were involved in'1

administrative decisions and planning. Work assignments were delegated- accord

ing to grade levels (1st grade - orchard; 2nd and 3rd grades - chickens;

4th and 5th grades - caitle) on a rotational basis. All produce was centrally

collected and sold by the student council in a store. The money was not to

be available for individual use until the closing of school when the total

sum would be divided equally-among the boarding members. However, each morning

the student council chief was required to make a report of daily sales and total

balance so that financial irregularities could be prevented. Funds were

available for re-investment projects upon consensual agreement of all co-op

members, and some funds were used to purchase cloth and salth in bulk, which

were also sold in the concil store. At the closing of school, members were

to have been encouraged to1set aside their' shares for the following year's

school feesr but this was not to be'a rigid requirement since we wanted

voluntary deprivation accompanied with long-range planning at that time by

the individual students. - ■■ '

The co-operative worked effectively for the 1st semester of the 1970-71

school year, and probably would have completed the entire year successfully

had it not been for our failure to implement this element of strategy precisely*

For all people, some frustration is involved when gratification of desires1
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is delayed, However5 the early socialization processes of children in many

societies includes this as one of the traits which must be learned for full

acceptance to adult status in the society. This is not a necessary part of

Anuak socialization, however, where a bsic tenet is to attempt to keep

children "happy" by gratifying their desires immediately. As the Anuak

child is socialized, he learns what his "rights" are by vocally protesting

until he is either rewarded or physically punished, the reward often being

obtained by his audacity in taking what he desires even though his elders have

verbally forbidden him to do so, without bothering to back up their

threats- The Anuak child thus learns two important factors regarding the

discipline involved in delayed gratification: (l) since discipline is inconsis
tent and unpredictable (2) the most effective way to counteract, the frustration

is either (a) to protest vociferously.or (b) to grab what you want and take
a chance on getting away with it.

Since most of our students are at least 12-14 years of age when they

enter 1st. grade, their own socialization patterns have been firmly established.

As a result, one of the main reasons for 1st and 2nd grade drop-outs is either

unwillingness or inability to adjust to the structured climate of consistent

discipline which the school attempts to maintain. A crucial step in an Anuak's

school adjustment is whether or not he can overcome his frustration - and also

probably his confusion .' - when his adolescent temper tantrums are not

rewarded, and any resulting impulsive or destructive acts are punished in a

consistent and impartial manner - the punishment always being in the form of

a deprivation of some sort (i,e* primarily expulsion from either a class, the

school in general, or - if appropriate - from the boarding department), rather

than a physical punishment such as a.beating (the usual form of discipline

in the village), or a manual work assignment. Those students who can make

this adjustment .have overcome a -major hurdle in their quest £>r educational

success; those who cannot/ unfortunately have fallen by the wayside because

we have not perfected a suitable therapeutic method to deal with them in the

school. (Often a first-time dropout from 1st grade has returned and success
fully re-entered the Pokwo stream, but" this has not been the result of any

specific thereapy or follow-up conducted by the school at this stage, aside

from an occasional informal conference with a dropout when encountered in his

village. More serious offenders usually are counseled before re-entry, however,

with the emphasis being on their understanding of the rules of the school and

voluntary agreement to comply with them as a pre-requisite for readmittance.)

In order to attempt to alleviate the frustrations inherent in delayed

gratification, the strategy of immediate feedbackwas incorporated in the co-op

ventures- During the 1st semester of 1970-71 this proved to be an effective

tool in overcoming pockets of disaffection among the students who wished.to

divide the profit at more frequent intervals than that dictated by the admiins-

tration* At the end of the 1st semester a meeting was scheduled between the

school director and agriculturalist ("administration"), the student council

("co-op officers") and the four Anuak adults appointed by the Church ("adviors").
The priniciple of immediate feedback had been scrupulously applied up to that

time and all of the students and advisors knew that the credit balance at that

point slightly exceeded Eth.$1,000.00 (US$400.00). The students were, in

general, satisfied with the economic success of the venture*



When the co-operative had been imposed upon the boarding students at the

beginning of. the school year, they had decided to employ two workers (cattle
man and orchard irrigation supervisor). The' mission agriculturalist had .

continued to pay the" two men as he had in the past, with the-understanding

that he would be reimbursed by the co-op. He'made three mistakes in the

handling of this process, all of which were in opposition to the principle

of immediate feedback: (l) he raised the salaries of the two workers without

consulting the students, (2) because he was unsatisfied with the work done

by the chicken crew, he put" an additional worker on the payroll without

consulting the students, and (3) instead of submitting payroll bills to the

students every second week when he paid the workers., he submitted one large

cumulative bill at the end-of-the-semester meeting. The bill exceeded

Eth.$300.00. This turned out to be quite a'shock to the student' council, who

became Visibly anxious about the prospects of, first, reporting this to the

rest of the.students, and secondly,'realizing that they would be forced by

circumstances to have to haggle about"the "extra portion of the bill to which

they had not previously agreed. It was quite evident that this revelation

added an aura of electricity to a previously-relaxed meeting.

Next, the agriculturalist submitted a bill of approximately E-fch.S500.00

for'chicken feed for'the 1st semester. For students who have rarely touched

more thain $10.00 to $20.00 in their lifetime, and have probably never even ••■

seen more than $200.00 (if that much), this figure was unbelievable.

Especially when it was for chickens.1 ,

The combination of disbelief and shock, coupled with the fear of having

to confront the rest of the co-op with this information, caused the student

council to become very restless and depressed. It was suggested that they

consider presenting three alternatives to the rest of the students. First,
they could accept the $800,00 debit'and continue to function during the second

semester in the same manner,: The student council considered that it was

quite unlikely that the rest of the students would agree to this. Secondly,

it was suggested that since the chickens were not a profitable enterprise,

that the debit on chicken feed be cancelled and all of the chickens

(including the young chickens which would have been a profitable asset to the

co-op before the end of the school year) be returned to the mission agriculture

account. The third suggestion was a modification of the first: change to

local grain for the chicken feed rather than shipping balanced feed from

outside of the area. This would have resulted in a 5<# reduction in feed costs,

The adult Christian advisors - who, along with the majority of the student

council, were in favour of supporting the second suggestion accompanied the

council to their meeting with the student's." Unfortunately, they were not

able to overcome the disillusionment that enveloped -the wider group, and the

only agreement that was acceptable to the students was the second suggestion,

but with an immediate dissolution of the co-operative project and the divid

ing of the remaining profit among the students (the final profit exceeded

Eth.$800.00 after the adjustments on the workers' salaries and the inclusion

of proceeds from a recntly-slaughtered cow, which was then divided among the

80 participants). The Anuak Church advisors, being familiar with the ways

Anuak youth tend to react to frustration, were worried that the situation
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would deteriorate from its already highly-emotional state and that violence

or vandalism might ensue, since the student council could not control the wider

group. Therefore, upon the recommendation of the advisors, it was decided'

to comply with the students' wishes, and an important chapter in the schools

history was brought to a disappointing close. " ■ '■■

It is felt by this author that if the principle of immediate feedback ": ■.

had been precisely implemented with regard to the payment of the workers, the ".

resulting loss of confidence could have been avoided. If the apparent un-

profitability of the poultry project could have either been adjusted or reje

cted at the end of the first month, when student expectations were not c^uite •

so high, there probably would have been a better chance for success. Per

haps this is hot a correct evaluation, however, and the students would have

reacted at the end of the first month with the same negative feelings as they

did at the end of the 1st semester, thus undermining the' effort before any

thing had been accomplished. However, other expriences with the effective

ness of immediate feedback indicate that the former evaluation is probably

more valido ' ' .

As-it turned out the students were ridiculed by the wider Anuak community

for acting so compulsively when they had obviously made a significant -profit,

so perhaps some day they will reconsider and be open to the renewal of this

effort. It waB impossible to re-open the co-op during the 2nd semester of

1971, however, because the students would have considered it a loss of face,

and the student council felt that a re-opening would be divisive and lead.to-"

fighting among the students,

10. Withdrawal of Subsidization to Attain Self-Development

Self-development is the final stage of any development process and

requires independent internalization of the development goals by the partici

pating community, combined with skill levels applicable for maintaining the'

momentum of.the development process. At Pbkwo. we have;concentrated on two : ..

aspects of subsidization withdrawal which we felt were relevant to the school's

progress toward the goal of self-development. The first has been the1 with-1

drawal of foreign (non-Anuak) personnel from the school staff" by replacing
them with Anuaks who had internalized (or were receptive to internalizing)"
the Christian scheme. During the 196O's almost all of our teachers were

highland Ethiopians (predominantly Gallas) who were certified in the Amharic

academic system. As Anuak young men have become certified in Amharic we have

increasingly utilized their services and have felt that they have played a

significant role in the non-academic aspects of the school's programme. It

is our hope that in the future there will be a full staff of Anuak teachers

who are themselves products of the Christian programme at Pokwo and Gilo River,

and thus can be a sustaining force toward self-development along Christian

lines, ■ . '

Secondly, there has been a gradual withdrawal of subsidization of finances

by increasing school and boarding fees. Thus far this has been accomplished

without a substantial, loss of either day or boarding students, and is evidence

that the wider Anuak community is increasingly playing an economic-support

role in the school. Pull financial support by the Anuak community is our



idealized goal but whether we can realistically attain it is doubtful due to
the precedence set by government schools which charge no fees. However, it
is proposed .that annual fee increases will be charged, in an attempt to attain,

the goal,

A nrucial aspect of the attempt to-involve Anuaks more deeply in the
financial support of the school will depend on. the success of promoting the
expansion of income-producing activities within the school programme. Our
ideal would be :to enable each student to have the potential to contribute to
his full share of the school's financial support through his labors in _
field or co-operative ventures initiated through the school. It is felt that
if this final goal of self-development could be accomplished it would be a .

powerful indicator that the Christian goals had been attained.

■ CONCLUSION

An attempt has been made in this paper to develop, a model for analyzing,
and evaluating Christian schools in developing areas, particularly in Africa,
based on development criteria utilized in anexternally-oppressed subsistence

society with low self-esteem (Vicos) and in an internally-oppressed subsis
tence society with low self-esteem (Anuaks)/ It is assumed that in most areas
where we are interested in Christian development education, this Christian
model will fit, and will offer analytical assistance in both evaluating and
reforming present schools and .in proposing goals for new schools.

The following analytical questions are offered.as abroad indicators of
the degree of Christian development education goal attainment:

1. Is the school staff concerned about identity change?

2. Are the teachers able to define self-identity?
3.; Do-teachers understand the relationship between new self^identity and

development? . - ' " ■

4. Do teachers understand'the'meaning'of the. term "goals"?

5. Are teachers able to verbalize their goals for the school and community?

6. Are the teachers* goals measurable?

7. Are the teachers' goals compatible with the Gospel of Jesus Christ? •
8. Are the teachers able to define what-Mnew self-identity in Christ" means?
9. Do the teachers themselvW.feel that: they have self-identity in Christ?

10. What self-identity do the students have?

11. What methods are the teachers employing with the students in order to

induce new self-identity in Christ?

12. What-percentage of each grade level experesses that it has self-identity

in Christ? , .

13. What; percentage of those who state that they have self-identity in Ghrist

are able to verbalize what this means?

14. What are students' goals

15. Are teachers* and students1 goals compatible?
16. Are goals of students with new self-identity in Christ different from

goals of non-Christian students?

17. Are goals of students with new self-identity in Christ different from

goals of the wider community?
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3. In what ways does the school help the students increase carbohydrate

production?

4. In what ways does the school help the students increase protien produc

tion? ■ " . .
5* In what rays does the school help the students increase vitamin and

mineral production? -. ■ .

6. Do students have access to adequate medical facilities? ,

7. What role does the school play regarding preventive medical practices,'

for the students? . .

8. Are students given first-aid type training in the school?

9. Do rates of absenteeism due to illness decline as the students progress

to upper grades?

VI

1. How many co-operative ventures are operating in the school?

2. What.1 kinds of co-operative ventures are there .operating in the school?.

3. What: percentage of the student body participates in co-operative ventures?

4. Are the co-operatives volunatry or imposed?

5. Are the co-operatives operated in a democratic manner?

6. How are co-operative projects evaluated, and by whom?

7. Are co-operatives based on achievement or on ascription?

8. Is it possible to adapt traditional ascriptive co-operative type insti

tutions to become achievement-oriented co-operative institutions?

9« How much- cultural adaptation is needed to induce transition from ■.

ascriptiye.-type to achievementetype co-operative institutions?

10. Do the co-operative activitie.s:.have economic goals? ..

11. Are the co-operative ventures economically profitable?

12. Are the. co-operative activities utilized for their role in attaining the

goal of devolution of power to students?

VII

1. What tools are students using in school?

2. Which tools used in school are not normally used in the wider community?

3. Is the quantity of tools suitable for students* needs?

4. Are work patterns utilized in the school at variance with those in the

wider community?

5» Do technical skills imparted by the school involve students in a dependency

relationship with the school?

6. Do other individuals or cgencies in the wider community utilize the

technical skills imparted by the school?

7. Will proficiency in the use of the new technical skills improve

students' opportunitieis for employment?

8. Has a survey of development and/or employment projections been made of

the community?

9. Will technical skills imparted by the school enhance the attainment of

development survey projections?

10. What effect will the technical skills imparted by the school have on the

eco- system?
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VIII

1. Do teachers view the students as problem-solvers (development-orienta

tion} -or as memorizers (tradition-orientation)? ;■•-•-

2. What types of problems are students encouraged to solve?

3. Do the teachers understand the scientific method?

4. Do the teachers teach the scientific method in their course work in

science?

5* Do the teachers employ the scientific method to solve problems in the.

science course?- . ■ .•

} 6, Do students utilize the scientific method to solve problems related to

development?

IX

1. Is there an attempt being made to induce delayed gratification? ,

2.. What methods are bieng employed to alleviate .the frustration.involved

with delayed gratification? , .

1. What kinds of subsidies does .the school provide?

2. How long is it proposed that the subsidies, should be provided?

3. What methods are being employed for withdrawing subsidies?

4. Do the subsidies impede self-development or act as a stimulus for , .

self-development?

5. Is the subsidization-withdrawal rate a stimulus to self-development or

will it lead to nihilism by overtaxing the. community's resources?


